ART. 16]
EXAMPLES  ON BODS.
J^ ^
very closely to any point of it. The rod (or at least the portion which is near to P) must then be regarded as a cylindrical solid.                                                    , "
16. Ex. 1. If two forces be applied at P acting along AP, PB taken in order, and each equal to m/p, prove that their resultant is equal in magnitude to the attraction of the rod AB and acts in a direction perpendicular to that attraction.
Ex. 2. The sides of a triangle are formed of three thin uniform rods of equal density. Prove that a particle attracted by the sides is in equilibrium if placed at the centre of the inscribed circle.
If one side of the triangle repel while the other two attract the particle, prove that the centre of an escribed circle is a position of equilibrium.              [Math. T.]
This follows at once from Art. 12. Draw straight lines from the centre I of the inscribed circle to the corners A, B, C of the triangle, cutting the circle in A', Bft C'. The attractions of the sides AB, BG, GA are the same as those of the arcs A'B'9 B'G', G'A'y that is their resultant attraction is the same as that of the whole circle on the centre. This attraction is clearly zero.
/ Ex. 3. Four uniform straight rods of equal density form a quadrilateral, and their lengths are such that the sum of two opposite sides is equal to the sum of the other two opposite sides. Find the position of equilibrium of a particle under the attraction of the four sides.
Ex. 4. Every particle of three similar uniform rods of infinite length, lying in the same plane, attracts with a force varying inversely as the square of the distance; prove that a particle will be in equilibrium if it be placed at the centre of gravity of the triangle ABC enclosed by the rods.             '                     [Math. Tripos, 1859.]
The attractions at P are perpendicular to the sides of the triangle and therefore, when P is in equilibrium, their magnitudes are proportional to those sides. Hence by Art. 14 the areas APB, BPC, CPA are equal and therefore P is the centre of gravity.
Ex. 5. A particle is placed at any point P on the bisector of the angle C of a triangle. Show that the direction of the resultant attraction of the three sides at P
bisects the angle APB and is equal in magnitude to 2?ri f------) sin------where a
\7    a/          2
and 7 are the perpendiculars from P on the sides BC, AB respectively.
Describe a circle centre P to touch the sides AC, BC. The resultant attraction of these two sides is equal and opposite to that of the arc of the circle which lies between the straight lines AP, BP on the side remote from C (Art. 12). • Ex. 6. Two uniform parallel straight rods AB, CD attract each other: show that the components of their mutual attraction, respectively perpendicular and parallel to the rods, are
*_„„„. <ncr£G' + ]3C p-<^
where C', D' are the projections of C, D on the rod AB, p the distance between the rods, and m, m' the masses per unit of length.
Ex. 7.   P is a particle in the diagonal AC of a square ABCD, and within the square ; show that the attraction of the perimeter of the square upon P is equal to
OP
M . pA p£ pc '•> where M is the mass of the perimeter, 0 the centre of the square.
[Trin. Coll., 1882.]
V   Ex. 8.   Let the- finite rod AB be produced both ways to infinity and let the portion beyond A attract and the portion beyond B repel P, the portion between A

